Exchange quality execution on tighter spreads

The brokers’ trusted FX liquidity source - worldwide

Regulated, tighter pricing streams, award-winning technology and precise, consistent execution.
Exclusive broker access to deep institutional liquidity

- Trusted, regulated trading environment
- Tight spreads on streaming, firm limit order liquidity from top tier financial institutions
- Over 100 instruments: FX, crypto currencies, metals, indices and commodities
- Reliable, high performance proprietary technology - 100% exchange uptime (last 12 months)
- Strict price/time priority order matching
- Real-time reporting and reconciliation via web access or FIX drop copy
- Real-time, full order book market and trade data
- Competitive commission and overnight financing rates
- Flexible clearing - via margin account or existing PB account
- Global exchange infrastructure in Equinix LD4, NY4, TY3 & SG1

LMAX Global operates regulated brokers for FX, delivering the unique benefits of exchange quality execution, transparent price discovery and a secure, level playing field for all participants.

- Connectivity - cross connect at LD4, NY4, TY3 & SG1, PoP at Interxion, extranet and internet
- Access - integrated with all major MT4/5 Bridge providers, web GUI, mobile, FIX 4.2, 4.4, API (Java/.Net) and ITCH market data

The brokers’ most trusted FX liquidity source worldwide

LMAX Global sales: +44 20 3192 2682 | globalsales@lmax.com | www.LMAX.com

The information in this brochure is for Professional and Institutional clients only. It is not directed at residents from jurisdictions where FX and/or CFD trading is restricted or prohibited by local laws or regulations.

FX and CFDs are leveraged products that can result in losses exceeding your deposit.

LMAX Global is a trading name of LMAX Broker Limited, LMAX Broker Europe Limited and LMAX New Zealand Limited. LMAX Global is part of the LMAX Group, whose registered address is Yellow Building, 1A Nicholas Road, London W11 4AN.